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Christmas

Greetings~

TO THE PERSONNEL OF
GREETINGS:
At this time I wish to express my appreciation for the loyal cooperation and ·
-: enthusiastic assistance rendered during ~-:
• the year now drawing to a close, and desire to extend to each and every one of ~
you my sincere best wishes for a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.

.

F. B. Valentine
Colonel Air Corps.

Dow Field Bombers Trim
Houlton Air Base. 48-35
Home Field Lads Lead From Start Of
Brisk Game To Final Blast of Whistle

•

DOW FIELD SHOOTS TO VICTORY-Pvt. :Maurice Scott leaps into the air to
toss a basket against the Houlton Basketball team. Players are: Lt. 1furray Hurowitz,
Pvt. Albert Downing, M-Sgt. Frank Pow low ski, and p,.t. :Maurice Scott.

Radio Show Is Slightly Dizzy--Audience Includes One Mouse
By PVT. LARRY KAYE

General Arnold
Reviews Air Year
While the average
person
thinks the success of aviation is a
matter purely of superiority of flyers and machines, Lt. Gen. Henry
H. Arnold, Command Genera1,
Army Air Forces, told hlS press
conference that superiority in air
combat rests on many factors such
as lo::ig, intricate training, suitability of candidates, coordination ot
ground and air activities in additfon to superior craft and ftigl1t
personnel.
General Arnold made this conference with newspaper men a sort
of report to the people of what thr
Army Air Force has been doing iu
the past year. He brought with him
five men who have just returned
from Australia and who answered
questions as to conditions of the
war there.
··suppose you were planning an
General Arnold
Please Turn to Page 2

Things happened on the Dow Field broadcast Thursday night.
Three of the more surprising items of the evening were a mouse, Wallace Beery, and a strange looking woman called Lizzy Lush, who gave
recipes.
The mouse was an uninvited guest who caused a bit, of riot among
the young ladies in the audience. He soon left, however, on seeing he
wasn't -welcome. Wallace Beery , of course, wasn't really there-but his
voice was. Pvt. Ken Bishop seems to have got hold of the Beery vocal
apparatus. He gave out with an impersonation that provoked plenty of
chuckles from the boys and giggles from the girls. Pvt. Bishop has
other famous voices up his sleeve <or should we say down his throat)
and has promised us more of this sort of thing in the coming weeks.
As for Lizzy Lush, the demure
little creature who appeared in an
c.J
Radio Show
Please Turn to Page 2
The Allies· ground troops in New
Guinea captured Cape Endaidere, Guard Commendations
to the east of Buna village, and Flying Fortresses sunk a Jap cruiser
near Madang, General Douglas
Citations for outstanding perMacArthur's communique reported. formance of guard duty were given
to the following men during this I
• •
•
Price AdminL~trator Leon HenMoses
Mitchell,
derson announced that gasoline
sales would be resumed in the Aviation Squadron; Pvt. Risto
East at 12 :01 a. m. Monday (to- Sture, Guard Squadron.
The Adjutant General is expandTuesday-Pvt.
Melvin
Carey,
day> with the coupons of all A, B,
ing facilities of the Army Adminnd C ration books good for three Aviation Squadron; Pvt. Frederic istration Schools to give training in
gallons. In the case of the B and Therien, Guard Squadron; Pvt. J .
basic administration to approxiC. books, this is a reduction of 0. Ford, Air Base Squadron.
Wednesday-Pvt.
Astel Atley, mately 400 enlLsted men of the
one gallon.
Aviation Squadron; Pvt. James w. Army Air Forces, the War Department announced today.
The third great Russi, n winter Crosby, Guard Squadron.
Thursday-Pvt. Samuel Westcott.
Five new branches of the Enlistoffe11s1ve within a month struck
deep into German defens s along Aviation Squadron; Pvt. Robert ed Scl1ool are planned to make use
of some of the facilities of the
the Don in the Voronezh area, and Blue, Guard Squadron.
Friday-Pvt. John Warren, Avia- following universities and colleges.
20,000 German
have been killed
South Dakota State College of
and 10,000 captured, the Soviet in- tlon Squadron; Pvt. Elmer Fingerhoot. Guard Squadron.
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
formation bureau s.1id
Saturday-Pvt.
Melvin
Davis,
Brookings, South Dakota.
Allied and Axis armies alike conLonisiana
State
University
tinued to move up materials through Aviation Squadron; Pvt. Stephen
Chopick,
Guard
Squadron;
Pvt.
<University Stationi Baton Rouge
sporadic raids for a renewal of the
Louisiana.
Battle of Tunisia, while the United Charles Stubbes, Air Base SquadArkan as State College (State
State Anny 12th Air Poree and ron.
Sunday-Pvt. Cecil Sands, AviaHeadlines
New School
tion Squadron: Pvt. Raymond
Please Turn to Page 7
Please Turn to P ge 2
Szymen ki, GU' rd Squadron.

a
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p~o~~:;_:_Pvt.

5New Schools 1"n
Adm1n1strat1on

Dow Field Bombers basketball team broke into the win column Wed- ,
nesday night by defeating the Houlton Air Base 48 to 35 in the Commerce gym. The Bombers took the lead in the first few min.utes of the
game and were ahead all the way up to the final whistle .
Downing and Pawlowski were high p0int men for the Bombers,
Downing with ten points and Pawlowski with nine points. The remainder o_f the points were divided among the rest of the players.
Tweedy and Novelli were high
point men for Houlton, Tweedy with
eight points and Novelli with six
points. Almost all of Houlton's men
scored, but seemed to. have difficulties with the type baskets in the
Commerce hall gym.
The game was fast and rough, with
13 fouls called against Houlton, and
12 called against the Bombers.
I
The line-up for the Dow Field
Bombers: F-Toni, F-Down!ng, c
-Pawlowski,
G-Carlson
G- 1
Berryhill, ' and substitutes': WenBombers
Please Turn to Page 2
Both exchanges will be closed
on Christmas day, it was announced.

-·

Exchanges Close
On Holiday

Thursday Night
Dance WasPerfect,IDow Field Diary
WAACs Were Therell s~~D~~~,:A~h~o~n~Er::::"'"

.
our barracks news. we discovered a
The dance Thur~day mght was · phantom penpusher in our columns
graced with the presence not . only Of course we weren't fooled a bit
of the U.S.0. ho.stesses-but with a by the pseudonyn <our favorite
group of WAACs-guests of the $5 word) "Martin Bomber·· at the
boys at Dow Field .
Whether. it head of the Ordnance new~. but we
was the WAACs or the U.S.O. girls were puzzled.
we underst:rnd
(or the combinatio.n), we don't there is a great deal of mystery
know-but the fact 1s that fellows surrounding this writer (or v.•rit came to the dance who had never ers). Nobody knows who the spook~·
come before. Yes, there was quite scribe is. For our part, all we
a crowd.
know is that a different guy brill"'3
The n:iusic ran a bit on the jit- it in every week. We are putting"'a
terbug side this week. Two couples, bear trap inside the door t-0 hold
in particular, were exceptionally him for questioning.
Dance
La.st minute picture of Cord•ll
Please Turn to Page 2
came through just in time-.Thc
photo boys get plenty of action
when it's deadline time. M·.. ybe
they. too, have printer's ink in their
veins.
MONDAY-Our little blurb fo1·
back numbers started a land,Jide
of requests. Owing to a paper short age, we have only a few left for our
files of the last two weeks- so
please don't ask for those i,.,ues
<Dec. 7th and 14th>. For back ntnnbers further than that, will still
Buck privates in 1943 will have to have some for completing your own
pay no income tax, but privates series.
first class will be subject to the new
Our camp paper exchange b
five per cent Victory Tax, Congress steadily covering more ground 11ght
has decided.
up as far as Alaska. That remind:>
Under amendments to the Sol- us-a copy of the Kodiak Bear
Diary
Income Tax
Please Tum to Pag 2
Pealse Tum to Page 2

Let's Take a
Look At Your
Income Tax
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conducted by the Army Administration Schools, using facilities
of the University of Mississippi,
Oxford, Mississippi, and Mississippi Southern College, Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

Radio Show
Continued from the First Page

LAFF OF THE WEEKPrivate, First Class: 1. Himself,
'"A United Press listening station 2. Beer, 3. Stripes.
Corporal: 1. Stripes, 2. Himself,
last week heard the Japanese controlled Saigon radio station in 3. Beer.
Sergeant: 1. Himself, 2. Himself,
Jndo-China say: 'All attacks in
landing operation!,l have been re- 3. Himself."
pulsed on the African coast, except
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
where they have succeeded.'"
"A picture showing a nice babe
in shorts caddying on a golf course
CAMP ATTERBURY, IND.
"A sergeant was leading his unit here found its way to a U. S.
to stand Retreat. Everything was Soldier in the South Pacific. He
going smoothly-his men marching wrote her a.~king her to reply. He
in step-his commands correct-his made the wild promise that for
every letter she sent he' kill a Jap.
strength report in his pocket.
At the proper time the sergeant So far she has sent him 30 letters."
handed a slip of paper to the
LET'S PLAY POST OFFICE
major observing every rule of military courtesy.
"Camp Roberts, Cal.-The repuDuring the return march the tation of being 'tough' held by
sergeant found he still had the re- Pvt. Earl E. Shool may crumble
port. The paper which he had if his girl writes many more letgiven the major was a poem which ters. Recently one of her envelopes
began: 'Suzanne was a lady ... ' " bore the following: 'Mr. Postman.
Please deliver this to my cute little
''THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT" redhead who has one of the best
.. Camp Grant. III.-The order in personalities and everything to go
which soldiers Jove things are listed with it. You will know him by his
pretty brown eyes. They will begin
a.s follows:
Private: 1. Himself, 2. Chewing sparkling as soon as he sees you
with your pack of letters.'"
gum, 3. Beer.

attractive apron and polka-dot
bandana-we have a slight suspicion that she was a brazen imposter. There seem to be grounds to a
rumor that she was really Sgt. Paul
J. Geden. We mean he was really
Sgt Paul J Geden Oh, darn! You
know what we mean. Anyway,
Lizzy---or Paul-whatever you want
to call her (him!-was very good.
We can't say as much for her (his)
recipe.
Add to all that the musical part
of the program and you can see
it was quite a night. A snappy arrangement of "Charmaine" by the
Troubadors got the show off to a
bang-up start. Pfc. Jack Eaves sang
the novelty number, "Conchita,
Marquita, Rosita., Pepita, Juanita,
Lopez." The band dedicated "You
Were Never Lovelier" to the
W AAC's in the audience. (It's only
fair to note that the W AAC's beha,ed like perfect soldiers during
the mouse episode. Only the civilian
girls jumped.) Sgt. Al Jerusevice's
tenor voice made the popular
"Stardust" still more popular. On
the more serious side were Cpl. Morris Levine's violin interpretations
of "Orientale" and Beethoven's
"Minuet In G." Pvt. James Davis
did the piano accompaniment. Pvt.
Raymond Dempsey played Rachmaninoff's "Prelude In G Minor."
Finishing touches were provided
by Sgt Geden's interpretation of
H. V. Kallemwrong, and Pvt.
Bishop's interpretation of a Nazi
tank. They gave the program that
certain something. And it was certainly something good. Sgt. Geden
might be called the Orson Welles
of Dow Field. Besides his acting
and directing chores, he wasn't
completely innocent of the script.
In fact, he was rather guilty.
Incidentally, we want to mention
that the Dow Field Troubadors
were in top form, Thursday night.
They really went to town.
Oh, yes! We almost forgot! The
program has a sponsor. G. I. Soap.
Imagine forgetting something like
that. Anyway, from now on the
radio show promises to be lathered
with entertainment-and a little
corn.

classes:
1. Current credit. Credit may be
deducted on the amount paid on the
1943 income tax if the soldier has
paid out an equivalent amount in
1943 for certain types of insurance
premiums, for certain types of
debts, or for War Bonds.
If payment for such items doea
not equal the total credit allowance,
the rest becomes:
2. Post-war credit.
For this
amount of the credit, the soldier
will get a government certificate
which will bear no Interest nor be
cashed until after the war.
A specific illustration, that of a
staff sergeant making $1,152 a year
and single, rules that he must pay
about $26.40 for Victory Tax and
be entitled to 40 per cent credit, or
$10.56.
In addition to the Victory Tax,
there still remains the regular individual income tax to be paid. For
soldiers, this starts at $750 for
single men and $800 for married
men. The usual deductions remain
<contributions to charity, certain
taxes paid, like sales taxes interest
paid, bad debts, necessary ~xpenses)
with an important new deduction of
medical expenses amounting to not
more than five per cent of the net
income.

Diary

Dwight D. Eisenhower was the asContinued from the Fir:<t Page
sertion of General Arnold, who said
);)a nee
Maj. Gen. James E. Doolittle recame
in published way up in the
~011tinued from the First Page
mains in charge of the operations
freezing front of Fort Greely
in the African theater and thal
Alaska. As wild and wooley a sheet
vmlent, and this writer was almost General Eisenhower thought it best
as we have ever .seen. The writers
run down a couple of times. The to have General Spaatz at his eljust clown all over the front page.
1ecreation hall was a little cool but tow during these important moveOne article had a tongue-in-thethe band boys soon warmed it up. ments in the Mediterranean area.
cheek slant that was clever on
Yes sir, if you havent got steam
(From Armv and Navy Journai)
SUNSHINE. Described what steps
beat. the next best thing is the Dow - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - to take if any was ever seen. WordField Troubadors.
)
ed like a field manual.
Near the close of the evening, a Bombers
Think I'll try my hand at radio
conga line was formed and almost
Continued from the First Page
writing. Chawed off the ends of
everyone in the hall was on it. It - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - two pencils befoi·e I got one word
McNamara,
was quite a line. It was quite a nerberg, Komoroski,
down. They say the third time
Death Scott, Horowitz, Lefko.
dance. It was quite an evening.
never fails-I hope.
The 'une-up for Houlton Air Base:
There won't' be any dance this
TUESDAY-Tag football in the
F-Eike
F-Savicki,
C-Tweedy,
G
Thursday night, as its' Christmas
snow at least gives you a soft
-Novelil,
G-Wood,
and
substitutes
Eve. There'll be an announcement
landing place. The Boucher-Sheanabout when the next dance is to -Mast.ers, Anderson, Cooper, Crook
Boehm combination clicked to the
be held. Meanwhile, if you haven't and Broders.
tune of 2-0. Where are those
lllready done so, take six lessons
Bombers Pvt. Clark reached !or a
Only a small crowd was present
high one and then gave a snow by
from Madam La.Zonga or Jet at the game, but the Dow Field
snow impression of "to the rear"Arthur Murray teach you dancing Section was well represented by
fall.
in a hurry, so you can join in the officers and enlisted men.
Outside of Barracks-T-219, there
fun next time.
S-Sgt. Davis and his camera were Income Tax
present and Davis caught some nice _ continued
from
the
First
Page
was
the you
craziest
of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ....;._ clothing
have combination
ever seen. The
action shots as well as pictures of
General Arnold
each team, lined up and posed by diers and Sailors Relief Act, Skull Smashers were In otriical
Cor,tinued from the First Page
thousands of soldiers will pay a costume. "Official Costume"-and
Lt. Comiskey.
The game was particularly im- smaller income tax than they did we quote-"is long G. I. underwear,
attack on North Africa," said Gen- portant to Dow Field's Pawlowski in 1942 and many thousands more rifle belt with bayo1Y!ts, helmet,
neral Arnold in the question-time
and to Houlton's Eike because these will pay no tax at all, although they and overshoes-and nothing else,
part of his conference. "For three
two woed to play against each other still must file a return. In general, mind you. Dressed like that, they
months before it occurred you
at school in 1939 and 1940. Pawlow- soldiers whose incomes total more were cavorting out In the snow- lV<>Uld be training your fliers for
while an admiring, as well as
ski attended Warrior Run High than $624 a year will have to pay frozen fan snapped their pictures.
tasks they would be expected to
School
and
Eike
was
11. member of the new Victory Tax, with regular Plenty of rugged going, we call it,
perform and conditions they would
as we shiver and shake under our
meet over the certain spots ln Luzerne Hlgh School. They hadn't income tax exemptions allowed.
seen each other since their high
It is believed that eventually this 6th blanket.
Africa you intended to harass.
school days when they met WedWEDNESDA Y-G 0 t
t 0 ge ther
"But before this, you would spenc! nesday night and once again en- tax will be taken from the soldier's
()De month in assembling those tered into the old familiar compe- pay by Post Finance Offices, but with Pvt. Bishop to decide which
men, in picking and choosing them tion. Eike played on the team that Dow Field officers have received no of his many voices should start off
official notice of such procedure.
the program. His "Wallace Beery"
for these particular jobs.
won the scholastic championship
Soldier incomes over $750 yearly was elected withoilt dissent. He's
'"Then back beyond that is a in 1939. The two boys live 10 miles will be subject to regular income got a good G erman dialect, too))eriod of eight months in which apart.
tax levies, but it has been reported and speaking of the GermaP
they are taken from being the
In the three games played by the that dependents' allowances from
1awest sort of recruits and made Bombers this sea.son, the score book
soldiers will be exempted from tax- . .
.into skilled, capable aviators.
shows Downini to be leading with ation; and a certain amount of in- 1
"Thus, your African expedition 33 points, Lt. Berryhill second with come, if in vested in War Bonds,
weuld require one year's tutelage 32 points, and Pawlowski third with wlll also be exempted.
of the participants.''
24 points.
Also, according to amendments l-0
H e said the A AF has 30,000 stuthe act, soldiers will find some relief '
dents in training at the present New Schools
in the matter of income tax paytim.e.
ment credits. A single person may
Continued from the First Pa~e
T'nat the moving of Maj. Gen.
claim a credit of 25 per cent <up to I
Carl Spaatz, Commander of the
the limit of $500) and a married
AAF in Europe, to Africa was in
College) Jonesboro, Arkansas.
man 40 per cent <up to a limit of
line with the wishes of Lt. Gen.
Sam Houston State Teachers
$1000l, plus 2 per cent for each de- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' College, Huntsville, Texas.
Atlanta University, Atlanta, pendent.
The~e
credits fall into two
1Georgia.
students, to be selected from
the enlisted perwnnel of the Army
WEAR THE ONE .•. THE ONLY
Air Forces, must have high school
BHW BR um mH t •
education or the equivalent, and
Our pharmacists follow
I experience as stenographers, t.yp- I
CONS U S •1..r IU 20t0
ists, or clerks.
The training :
doet.-Or'. specitlca tions as elo,o;eFABRIC SY GOODALL
course will be of eight weeks' durly as the engineer fellow .
. • WASHABLE •.
atiton.
140Nf llio(NUINE WIJHOUT THIS lAlll
blu e prlnts-~ause that
OFf.ICIAl 0 0
KHAKI
Similar courses are now being

--------------'Ii
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Blue Print for
Perfection

4FOlD UNIFORM TIE

What's Playing at the

OLYMPIA

MON.-TUES.-GEOR GE B ERNARD

This
Week

HAW'

MAJOR BARBARA
HAMB URGERS
H IT THE SP OT!
They're big ·n• tender 'n' delicious and just oozing with
plenty of tasty rellshes.
B EER

&

ALE OS

DRAUGHT

LARRY'S Po~~u~i:~cE

ATTENTION

I

l

SO SAID THE
SOLDIER

langguage--<lo you know why t.he;
call their submarines U Boats?
It is an abbreviation of the German Unterseeboot. And if you see
her under there, boys, give it a
good boot for us!
Went to the U.S.O. and made a
recording of t11e general script and
~ad the boys awed at the Beery
impersonation. On a regular phonograph, the playback of the record
doesn't have quite the punch.
THURSDAY-Parkt.urst tells us
he's reduced 9 poundlf since he ha.s
been in the army. "F .lrkie" took off
all excess and is beginning to look
streamlined. Join the army and
diet on the quiet.
Tried out a timing at rehearsal
this afternoon and the show is
starting to shape up. Borrowed an
apron and bandana from Sgt.
Weeks to lend more dash to the
Lizzy Lush character.
The WAACs seemed to be having
a good time at the dance. The
boys must be going for the uniform
in a big way. Acting Sgt. Bonnell,
of the WAACs, had everything
under control and it was a sweli
~tart for everybody.
FRIDAY-Heard a recording of
the Thursday night program as it
came over the radio. It's hard to
recognize your own voice. Members
of the band went down to hear
their own melodies and see what
improvements could be made.
Just as the Beery impersonation
g·ot underway, the needle got stuck
in the groove and just at the
p.sychological moment, too. Bishop
had just said, "Old Betzy May goi
stuck in the mine-got stuck in
the mine-got stuck," ek. Kept re-.
peating. Next week, the broadcas1'
will be done in WLBZ studios.
Sgt. Edwards is putting the
master touches to the Recreation
Hall Christmas decorations.
Ho
has a good sense of the artistic.
Cpl. Karp trying hard at a new
kind of barracks column--along
the lines of his favorite newspaper
columnist. Good stuff, we think.
SATURDAY-Sub-zero weather.
The wind knifes right through
even warm clothing. No parade
either, we understand.
Cpl. Jack Billman came in today
to claim fame as the human mousetrap. Thursday night, a simple click
of his heels discouraged the mouse
from all future attempts.
The mail boys tell me they arc
up to their ears in cards, envelopes, and packages. Ah, here's
one that says, "Don't open until
Christmas," so I'll close now with
a merry Christmas to all, period!

--------------

WED. - T H URS.

MOONLI GHT MASQUE R ADE
IT'S A RIOT
FRI.-SAT.-RUSSELL-llAYDEN I N

T ORNADO IN THE SADDLE
SUNDAY ONLY-HI LLBILLY BLITZKR IEG
ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW

j u ~t what a pre <'ri pt ion is . • .
a blue print for perfN:tion. It
i. · the phy idan's plan for
medicine and only
through
pro fess ion a I Interpretation,
pain taking- care, and technical skill can it 1* conver:«>d acc u rately into healing- m •licine.
We make cedain that thi.· •1cmand for perfeC'I ion is fultl lh-d
with prof~ Iona) pret·i ion.

ENLISTED MEN

I

See

-

For

Garrison Caps
Ser ge, 3.98
Felt, 5.00
W e Have

Metal Insignia

CHEVRONS
W e'll Sew Them On

Shirts-Slacks
GARRISON &
DRESS BELTS
Comp re Prices Bt'fore.
You Buy

JOHN PAUL CO·
PICK l.:RJ NG
'QUA I E
BAN C: O R , MA I ' f ,

•
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Post Theatre Program
Week of December 14

:'CATALOG:·

POST THEATRE-Patronage at the War Department Theatre is
restricted to: (1) Military personnel on active duty and members
of their households. (2) Civilians residing within the limits of
the Post.
ADDED SHORT SUBJECTS EACH DAY

ORDER

<

DESK

:Monday, Dec. 21st-GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE
Jack Benny, Ann Sheridan

-

Tuesday, Dec. 22nd-THE GREAT IMPERSONATION
Ralph Bellamy, Evelyn Ankers

-Wednesday,

The World's
Largest Store

Dec. 23rd-PITTSBURGH
Marlene Dietrich, Randolph Scott

Thursday, Dec. 24 and Friday, Dec. 25th-O:!jCE UPON A HONEYMOON
Ginger Rogers, Cary Grant

Created For
Your
Convenience
and Economy

-

Saturday, Dec. 26th-SECRETS OF THE UNDERGROUND
John Hubbard, Virginia Grey
Sunday, Dec. 27th and Monday, Dec. 28th-THE BLACK SWAN
Tyrone Power, Maureen O'Hara
Tuesday, Dec. 29th-STREET OF CHANCE
Burgess Meredith, Claire Trevor

'

(.,

lei
om

Wednesday, Dec. 30th-FLYING FORTRESS
Richard Greene, Carla Lehman

-1;,..

Thursday, Dec. 31st and Friday, Jan. 1st-ARABIAN NIGHTS
Sabu, Maria Montez, Jon Hall

"Can I hllve a lower number -

I'd like to impress my friends?"

rumor that Sgt. Leslie White of
Utilities is knitting a pair of socks.
To gaze sentimentally at the sence.
chapel spire on a clear moonlit Edith?
night.
M-Sgt. Trojanoski is also back
To see s.-Sgt. Archie Parlee strut after a short furlough. This place
around Headquarters. Married life is .comparable to Grand Central •
must agree with the Sgt. becaus'! Station. No one seems to be conhe always has a smile ready.
nected to this squadron except for -:
To go to the Thursday night pay and furlough rations.
I
radio broadcast and dance with
"When I was in Greeland" •
the U.S. 0. hostesses in their con- Hudgel. and" I think I'll call Mantrasting and colorful attire.
chester" Hiltner are now both Staff -:
To look at the bewildered ex- Sergeants.
Congraulations, boys,
1
pression on Cpl. Don Petty's face and the rest of you guys keep up •
everytime his eyes fall on the blue your ambitions.
1
PRIVATE KENNETH BISHOP lhe has Conrad Veidt, Winston polka dot tie he received for Chris~Who gave us Father Hynes- .;
THE MAN OF MANY VOICES
Churchill, Edward Everett Horton. mas. This is the Army Mr. Jones. Massachusetts (in 4/4 time). To
s ·
To eat Sunday dinner at the whom it may concern-Father •
Thursday night's radio show on tick out your tongue, Bishop, and Mess Hall.
Hynes is not a preacher. He is our
roll 'em off r
which Pvt. Ken Bishop imper·
Cpl. Paul Kramer. Why doesn't new clerk and a very good one.
sonated Wallace Beery was by no
that little girl in Brewer kiss and Come to think of it, though, he '
means the peak of his colorful Air Base Squadron
make up with him.
wouldn't make a bad preacher.
career, but he readily admits it was
_____
To see the men trimming the
Good luck to Victor C. Ricci who
one of. them. His talents were disChristmas tree and spreading cheer is at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and to
covered
here
when
someone
By CORPORAL DAVID KARP
through 219.
Nelson R. Clark who is stationed
imagined hearing Lionel Barrymore
We Like:
To stand before Cpl. Ralph at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Both are •
in the Base Theatre Office. InvesWoodall's mural and silently thank Officer Candidates in the EnTo see Sgt. 'earl Shadrick back him for the beauty he has brought gineers and Field Artillery retigation revealed that Bishop was \"!'th
us
once
A!
B
d
,,
more.
r ase Hea - to Air Base headquarters.
spectively. Bars or no bars, we
at the root of the whole thing. It quarters has certainly missed you,
To hear Taps on the loud speak- knew you when you didn't know.
was also revealed that his loose- Sgt.
er system cutting the frigid Maine
"It has come to my attention"
limbered larynx was capable of
To watch and hear the cannon air as we lie comfortably in our Colsher still executes a technical
making you think you were in the next to Headquarters sound retreat. bunks.
inspection of his own on each and
same room with Wallace Beery, W. Watch it today and see what we
To give credit to Cpl. Charles 1 every shift he pulls. Wow! I start •
C. Fields, Stephen Fetchit, Charles mean.
Swiconek of th~ carpenter shop for working with him this week.
Boyer and others.
To observe Pvt. Duff of Distribu- the splendid work he did at the
Cpl. Carleton Smith returned
Several weeks ago, you may re- ~~on ma~e .his typewriter jump with . new Photo lab.
from overseas and stopped off in
call ..a story .o.? the fron~ page of Jive. Hit 1t, boy.
To stand on the Hospital hill and Ban_gor t_o say hello to his old pals. •
the Observe1, -an eye witness acTo look at the boys writina look proudly down on our Base
He is qUJte a guy and should make
count of a London air raid. This their l_etters to home and else:
To ponder on the explanation . '."- very c_apabl~ officer. Good luck · .•
gripping experience was described where m our beautifully appointed 1st.-Sgt. Paul Higer will give when m Miami, Smitty.
by Bishop, who was right in the Day Room.
we ask him why he inquired from
Sgt._ Robert L. Spengler claims he •
middle of the terrifying bombings.
To ask Sgt. Caesar of the 7th Sgt. "Bluegrass" Maries the price 1c_an give up women or drinking any
Bishop was born in Bridgeport, S~pply for an exchange.
You of an engagement ring.
time he cares !-<'· One whiskey sour,
Conn., but he went over to England might as well ask for the stars.
To window-shop in the Dow please (Make it two). Hm-m.
with his mother when he was twelve
To be at the hangar-line when Field Exchange.
years old.
a few squadrons of P-38's come
To congratulate Pvt. John
Sergeant: Who laid the table for
One day, after hearing Wallace soaring out of the blue to land "Baby" Raffa for taking the first breakfast this morning?
Beery in a movie, he came home on our quiet little base.
step. He is now an engaged man.
Recruit: I did, all but the eggs.
and tried to tell his mother about
To count cadence to M.-Sgt. Best o~ luck, John.
·the picture. His impersonation was Frank Pawlowski as he walks by . . The idea .of ~he W.A.A_.C.'s shar•
so good that he began to try There is one example of fine pos-l mg our obligations here m Bangor.
••
others.
ture, fellows.
THESE THINGS WE LIKE.
In the meantime, he had taken a
To see
the happiness
and
job as a motion-picture operator. preciseness with which the men Weather Squadron
so that seeing the movies over and sign their payroll.
______
over again gave him plenty of backTo listen to the smooth English
ground material.
of Pvt. Bishop and to smoke his
SGT. D~ VID G. CARNEVALE
The English version of our MaJ·or favorite
brand of English cigarCongratul a t'ions an d b es t WIS
· h es
ettes
Bowes show had him doing his stuff
·
1 to Sgt. Robert C. Amidon and the
and he soon had a collection of first
To observe th~ facial expressionf: former Miss Virginia Hutchinson,
prize.~. A natural knack of catching on the men commg back from town who tied the knot on the 5th of
the identifying accents helped him on the midnight bus.
•
December.
Sgt. and Mrs. are
to develop more character imperTo see M.-Sgt. Cordell just once honeymooning in Rochester, N. Y.
sonntions.
when he is relaxed and not busy.
Warning-Keep away from Phil
The highlight of his career was
To Vitiit the spotless, sparkling Lerette, who is quite adept in makon December 7, 1941. Pearl Harbor barracks on Saturday mornim; ing matches, but never seems to get
haci been bombed and America llad around 9 :oo.
burned himself. Right now Phil
.•• a watch designed especially
declared war. A theatre flasl-ied on
To .watch th.e roen on these cold has the boys beating a path to
a 16 rt. picture of Roosevelt and mornmgs lo.okmg out the windows Augusta and back, and they aren't
for the men in the Service? It
BL~hop read an xcer t from Presi- and w~ndermg_ if Lt. Berryhill will d?ing thei~ Christmas shopp~ng
is very good-looking, but exdent Roo~evelt's m P
to Co
hold hL5 exercise class.
either.
Did somebody mention
·
essage
nTo watch the men clamoring for T-Sgt. Ralph Stormer?
tremely sturdy • . . is water~:~~ The ovation shook the/ a place before the bulletin board.
Sgt. Eddie Novak is back from
·
th N i bl
To question and then quell thP furlough and just wait until he
proof, shock-proof, anti-magD ur1ng
e
az
astlng,,, Pvt.
Bishop took a post as an air raid ~·~~~~~~!B~ru~d!:-!!!~~~!S~ru!!lig,U!~!!'.!e'.~~nz~!lt~~
netic, and comes with a second
warden. He watr.hed many a Lonhand and luminous dial.
doa building shatter and co1laps<>
under the mashing attack of the
Luftwaffe. An American troopship
brought him back to his homeland.
When we asked him ·who his
Compliments of
favorite character for impersonation h said, "Wallace Beery." Next,
l. his
tire on Adolph Hitler. His
National Federation of Federal Employees
gut~ral yelling brings down 11.ny
b rracks roof that aren't tightly
Federal Employee's Union No. 747
naill'd down.
At Dow Field, he is the · Lstant
n tion plctu"' theatre operator.
Ri&ht on the end o! hi.s tongue
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Kenneth B•IShop-Pnvate
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The Man 0f Many VOJ•ces

I

<

Many gift sug~stions to
be found at Sears Catalog
Desk, a department created to make available to
you, the tens of thousands
of items to be found there!
Capable . and . courteous
salesgirls are at this desk
to assist you in making
your selections. Come in
now, and ~e~ for YL·1;rself
the amazing values to be
found at this Desk!

SPECIAL
ATTENTION
GIVEN TO THE
ORDERS OF

I

I

SERVICE MEN

I

I

I•

I

I
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Season's Greetings
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For Added
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And To Avoid LastMinute Rushes
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82 71
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SEARS
All Personnel
of Dow Field
A Very
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Ql~rt11tuu111
and a Happy
New Year
P. O. Sqaare

Ban~or,

Me.
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What's Doing in Bangor?

To keep up yom spirit and keep down the Axts
Printed by the Bangor Publishing Company, publishers of "THE
BANGOR DAILY NEWS," a civilian enterprise, in the interests of
the personnel of Dow Field.

WHAT'S DOING IN BANGOR?. (Week of Dec. 21st)
A Weekly Calendar of Events for the pensonnel of Dow Field prepared by the Bangor- Brewer Servicemen's council.
U.S. 0. CLUH, 11 West Broadway. Open 9:00 a. m. to 11:30 p. m.
Services: Dancing, pool, ping-pong, game room, reading room, music
room, hobby den, photo dark room, valet service, "letter on a record"
service, writing room, exercise room.
U. S. 0. CLUB, 11 West Broadway. Open 9 :00 a. m. to 11 :30 p. m .
Services: Pool, ping-pong, writing lounge, games, reading room.
YMCA, 127 Hammond St. Open 24 hours. Services: Game room,
lobby, writing materials, information, showers, swimming pool.
BANGOR HEBREW COMMUNITY CENTER, corner French and
Somerset Sts. Services: Pool, ping-pong, dancing, library, room service, individual service. Open 9 :00 a. m. to 11 :00 p. m.

News matter pertainmg to Dow Field rurnished by the Special Service
Office is available for genera.I release.
Edited at the Special Service Office, Dow Field, Bangor, Maine-Telephone 6401, extension 239. Mllitary personnel desiring to make
contributions should submit them to this office.
Address all commu111cations regarding advertising to the Advertising
Manager, BANGOR DAILY NEWS.
Distributed free to all military personnel.
Five cents per copy to others.

An Editorial:

Take Time Out
Last week we received a letter from Corporal Jaffrey, who is in the
base hospital. In his letter, he suggested a thought we would like to
pass on to you.
Over in the next bunk-maybe just a few bunks away from youwas some fellow who hadn't been feeling up to par. He reported to
the hospital and there he stayed for a while. Sure you missed himand you meant to go up and see him-but somehow you just never got
around to it.
If his illness is serious, this may go on for a few weeks-or even
months-and the guy just naturally gets lonesome to see a few of his
buddies.
Cpl. Jaffrey has just experienced this reaction and we quote:
"Patients here don't receive an average of five visitors a week. We
know that you all mean well, but won't you please make it your
business to drop in and say hello."
You know that the boys in the wards can't come down and chin
awhile. so It's right in your lap, soldier.

l

Quartermaster

-

Spada thl,! dqg man and he says he
is .fine. and above all he has been
To show you we have the proper
sw1mmmg
afternoon,
wonder
. .,
By PFC. FRANK SALADINO
·f h · t each
·
t
k
f 1 j Jio I'd
1 ay
spui.
we presen t 1iVl"ss
1..
1
e 1s rymg o ma e us ee Edith
Leach
WREATHED
in
The little professor has been bad?
smiles. She can be our Chri tmas
very busy this week and he has put
T.Sgt. Avsharian has been seen present, past or future.
to use his great powers and the in tow!). l~tely, .and he ~ays he is
.
.
.
now courtmg a very mce young
.
.
~esults of this stnp today is what la;dy, the ghost writer when he ob- ,Tack Feula tner then· hand at
1s .commonly . known as the ghost served him definitely said it was not bowling recently and they say they
wnter, hope 1t meets the approval courting but the blind leading the are ready to get Pop Mulledy, Guy
of all.
blind
Le~:i~ and Conso Roy to take on
During class sessions the past
·
first team, a high over-rated bunch
week general orders has been the
~fc. Saladino was honored with they say.
main subject and there are only a good old fashioned spanking on
Double G Gottfried and Sgt.
eleven to recite, to hear some of his birthday this past week by P vts. Psenko was teaching the fine arts
the boys give their version of them Roy. Cunningham and Oakes, he of bowlin~ to a well groomed pair
is really something to behold in said he was twenty-seven, may of WAACS at a local bowling palfact there are a few new ones that your future anniversaries be as ace and from all indications more
have been added, it would be a swell eventful.
lessons will come up in the near fu·
number for th e party program if
The day pool room table is being ture.
all the remarks could be remem - used quite frequently lately and
Pvt Rov has been using all the
bered, maybe the next tim e:
many are good shots. How about latest. pe;·fumes a n d other toilet
The rom antic feud of Cpl. B ushey starting a tourna m ent with every- articles, but his favorite so far is
and Pfc. Sucher has- been broken one eligible, sound off on this sug- mum. Roy is the new messenger
gestion.
up at last, with Cpl. Bushey taking
Pfc.. Cooky Adams has been at 202.
a post graduate course from the t
.
A certain .' oldier that wri t~s about
boys of the feuding southern area s eppmg quite fast lately along with himsel~ so much was seen filling
and Pfc. Suched to his new as- Cpl. Lewis, we have been trying his .ciga1'ette lighter with coffee.
·
signment of proc_urement, ~onder to feel them out as to the attrac- He must be hoarding
as h e d oes no t
what will happen at tne warehouse tions in town but they keep mum smoke. This matter needs furfher
now? Johns is too old and Sgt. but the CpJ: can. be found. waiting investigatior. ·
P senke •is- too timid, maybe the ~;mthe ~cal ~.ram tat un:ion and
There is a typist at 202 who is
new recruits have something m
mon .on is re urn tnp. May·
Ted Johns to stay up at
mind.
be the wn.ter can find out more ~~s1~1~urs. inventing an unbreakJungle Jim Casey has finally at - lat:;;~~=~eci~~c a~out Cosoky.J .
able typewriter. He says she really
tained his big moment, when h e ~cared so badly ~~~nnightf~at ~~!I wrecks any machine that she
travels the wayward path of bad following mornin h
Id
t .
touches.
.
.
boys and earns the reward of being cite his
g e cou no ~ePvt. Mcquiness Y.as a new JOb m
1
gigged, the privilege of picking his . a few ol~~era t~r~e~s along with the supply room and it is hop!>d
own punishment is in his own 1Po M
e 0 er oys, such as that he is rr•ore succN·.<;ful at the
hands, he will be able to tell his asf a~~~dy, w~o had to cough and new job than he was at his try
sister, Margaret, a better definition •eparately ~~c~um~ered order to start a nvap campaign. He m<iy
of the word GIG than he has in the his nervo~ e<cou J no acco.unt '.0 r have a fev: articles Jet• so _if you
past
t k.
h" sn ..s.
ung 1e Jim was ha Ye an oicl worn out sock yo11
·
.
a mg is usual nap but Sgt GagCpl. <Mailman l Stafford, better non failed to cat h hi
h . may swap and get a n~ \ su1·t o !
known as short speech. has moved cited in his siPs~ . Cm as e 1e- clc.tlles.
to barracks 211 with his new style t.ried to learn hi~ ba,f ooki :dams
The bowling tet1m misses Red
socks, a kind that never wear· out, but there was no c e o~e c~.1e upon Spada as two more poin~ were lost
all the boys could have a pair but ent; gi"gle boy Sal~~;n ma ion p~er but a quick come back. to form
0
the style was outmoded years ago, oet in "a few correct
i:ianage 0 with 501 rescued . two pomts. The
in the mail man's place is the smil- ;aid he would ath w~i ds, but ~e boys say the surpnse of ~ome bowling face of Cpl. Barr. the boy who ten test.
t· r
er ave a wn - ers in the league .-tunned them but
"ears the ~ 14s
.
' ac mg supply sergeant they will not be caught napping
Our C. o .. has. at .last found a ~o~~si~ndw~h~ ~:ce:,~n t~:ad~f ht~ a_gain, regardless of the compe i·
chance to work on h is hobby and so happy he for ot hi 5 1
All lion.
.
.
from the facial expressions you can in all th
. lgts
esson;
When tins column nppPars ag~m
tell how really enthused he is when will be ese res~
of these classe Cj-,ristmas wm l:>I' over so the wntasslsting the drill Corporal train
So
.~ucc;ess ul:
e: s in the past gho t and nil, wish
the men from the sunny south, oh
.ua\\ er C'unnmgham and Black at this time. to give greetings to
he facial expressions? The same
~
all and especially to thP boys who
expressions were recently performed
are overseas HAP.PY Holida;i.s and
<luring the B. C. and H. C. football
,...~--:'\
a N< w Year Of Victory.
gam e.
'~
So high as the tree n~pires to
Word was received from Red
grow, so high will it ftnd an atmo~phere ~uiterl to it
(Thoreau1.
LWe tried cl!mbing a tree once and
got <'aught out on a limb
Lowe t Cut - Rate P rices in Bangor . . have Needs, Tooth Pastes.
a nd I.~a ther K its.

I

I

DAY BY DAY ACTIVITIES
Field dance. Radio broadcast precedes dance, 9 :00 p. m. Dancing to
MONDAY
11:30 p. m.
U. S. O. CLUB-Army Wives
u. s. 0. CENTER-Gym night
Party. Dancing, 8:00 to 11:30 p. m.,
refreshments. Movies, 8:30 p. m., and swimming (at YMCA) 9 :30 p.
m. on. Dancing to 11 :30 p. m.
short subjects.
YM.CA-Basketbal! tournament.
YMCA~Volley
ball classes for
FRIDAY
officers, 5 :15 to 7:00 p. m.
TUESDAY
U. S. 0 . CLUB-Dancing, 8:00 to
u. s. o. CLUB-Radio show over 11 :30 P. m . Informal program, reWLBZ, Christmas carols, nativity freshments.
story, u. s. o. hostesses and memYMCA-Christmas parties for
bers of the Armed Forces. Movies, Coast Guardsmen. Dancing, sup9 :00 p. m., short subjects. D ane- per, entertainment. Movies, 7:30 to
ing, 8 :OO to 11 :30 p. m ., refresh- 9 :00 p. m., free to all service men .
ments.
Volley ball for officers, 5:15 to
YMCA-Basketball tournaments 7:00 p. m .
for service men, 7:00 to 10 :30 p. m.
U. S. 0. CENTER-Gala ChristU. S. o. CENTER-Movies at linas party. Dancmg to 11 :30 p. m .
8:00 p. m. Dancirig, 9:00 to 11 :30
SATURDAY
p. m.
U. S. 0. CLUB-Dancing, 8:00 to
HEBREW COMMUNITY CEN-111:30 p . m. Informal program. ReTER-Movie appreciation course, .f1eshments.
8 :OO p. m.
u. s. 0. CENTER- Jr. Mothers'
WEDNESDAY
Christmas party. Dnncing to 11 :30
U. s. 0. CLUB-Christmas parly I'· m. Refreshments.
ior service men. Dancing 8:00 to.
SUNDAY
11 :30 p . m. Movies, 9 :00 p. m., .reu. s. o . CLUB-Dancing, 8 :00 to
freshmen ts.
Commu111ty smgmg, 11 :30 p. m . Community ,singing ,
, .?
8 .vO p. m.
.
refreshments.
_u. S . O. CE'.NTER-Games, t~urU. S. 0. CENTER-Formal proI numents, whist, pool'.· and lH~g- 1gram to present appropriate speakpong, 8 ·00 p. m. Dancing io ll. 30 jers, music, etc. Dancing, refreshP m.
ments.
YMCA-Volley ball for officers,
5: 15 to 7 :00. p . 111 •
BANGOR HEBREW COMMUNTHURSDAY
ITY . CENTER-Special
foreign
movies, 8:00 p. m. Special Sunday
U. S. 0. CLUB Hostesses at Dow party, dancing, refreshments.

I

Lt. Htirowitz
On The Air
For Red Cross

1

irnndreds of other services being of-

1 fered by the American Red C'roos

to the soldiers at the front and at
home.
We are wishing Lt. Hurowitz every success in this program and
know I.hat he will do a fine job.

Lt. I~adore Hurowit:t, of thP Base
Legal Department, has been conducting a radio pr ogram called

"The Voice of H umanity" in the interests of the American Red Cross.
It has been heard that Lt. Huro·
witz is doing an excellent job and if
you want to hear something really . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
professional, turn your dial to
WLBZ every Friday at 8:15 p. m.
This program is designed to give
a clear picture of what Red Cross
Telephone 9241
is doing in this national emergency.
Par k T heatre Building
"The Voice ·of Humanity" speaks
of the blood plasma secured, of the
Te!ephone 9241, Bangor, Ma ine
countl<> ·s surgical dressings, and the

I

Manhattan Taxi

I

1

I

Attention Soldiers

Eifll
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WHERE GOOD FELLOWS
GET TOGE;THER

UNDER
COLLAR

I ";--

. I

HOLDS COLLAR
POINTS DOWN

1v

NEATNESS COUNTS
SAY OFFICERS I

In Mllttary as well
sno p and polish I

01

Civilian life, you have la ha ve

EASY AND QUICK
The Sel f Ad justing SPIFFY Co lla r Sto y i• easy lo put on
-takes ju1t o fe w seconds, and anu res you of o crisp,
fresh a p peara nce.

AT THE

COSTS ONLY A FEW CENTS

COCKTAIL BAR
BANGOR EXCHANGE HOTEL
PICKER!. ·G SQ.

INVISIBLE

BA ."GOR

AFTER

•
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Gen.eral Mess
By CPL. ANGELASTR-0
1. Your

.

'

correspondent now un- ..
derstands why our "Coffee King•· 1
Pvt. Barzydlo has never been seen
with any "Bangor BeHes." After j
seeing a picture of his pretty wife,
we can't blame him.
·
Pvt. Manning, who always has a
complaint, promised us if he gets a
furlough, he'll stop.
hope he
gets one.
3 . ."Pinch Penny" Moriclova, wa.:>
seen out with a WAAC. - You're a
fast worker Sgt.
4. Cpl. Neale has broken his
promise. He's back with the Afri- 1
can Dominos. How much did y0",1
loose this time?
\
5. Pfc. Boffi, known as "Biffi" is
r:ow the Casanova of 217. When
we refer to 217 we mean the upper
bay.
6. Sgt. Vanik seems to be getting
all the Christmas gift.s. I wish I
"WHICH \\TAY
was married.
7. Pfc. Boo has changed his mind .
He now claims he'll feed th
WAACs.
Watch your step kid.
"you're a married man."
8. The kitchen personnel thinks
that a certain Sgt. got married for
a class '~A" pass. Is it true Sgt.?
9. The
correspondent of thi:;
the thing means half full or half column wishes to take this time to
empty, I don't know.
wish all the readers a "Merry \
Christmas and a Happy New Year."
Attendant: Ten gallons enough,
sir?
Customer: Yes.
Attendent: Check your oil, sir?
Customer: No, it's o. k.
Attendant: Got enough water in
your radiator?
Customer: Yes, filled up.
Attendant: Anything else, sir?
Customer: Yes, would you please
stick out your tongue, so I can seal
this letter.

I

We

DOW FIELD ROOKIE:
IS IT TO. THE P. X. ?"

0

SLKHAKI KOMICS

•

•

1

MOTHER: Junior, will. you b_e a
good boy, if I give you a nice, shmy,
new nickel?
JUNIOR : No, but I will if you
give me a nasty, dirty, old dime.

A drunk was leaning up against
a building when a policeman approached.
"What do you think you're doing?" asked the policeman with a
forced politeness. "Holding up the
building?" On hearing this, the
drunk walked away, whereupon the
. building fell down.

..

NOT AT NO l!- l t's one of Britain's best na \·al
planes, the Fairey, "Fulmar," a tl\·o-place, lo\Y-\\'ing
lighter The leading edges of the wing of tbi · plane are
swept back sharply. The trailing edge are swept back
also but at a ;;mailer angle. The long nose and fuselage
are tapered to a point. The tapered tailplane has 1·ounded
tips.
FIRE AT NO 2!- Tt's the Japanese ~litsubi~hi "~oyo
kaze," a t\l·in engine, mid-\l·i11g bomber. Points of recognition are: the nose of the fuselage extends ahead of
the engine nacelles: the wing_ untapered on the leading
edges and swept fonqrcJ on the trailing edges: the tapered
tailplane \\ ith twin fins and rudders: and the long thin
fuselage.

I know a couple who talk in their
sleep. He plays golf and she loves
to go to auction sales. The other
·study the slices.
· You mean vegetables are weather night, the golfer yelled, "Fore!"
And his wife yelled, "Four twentyprophets?
Yes. You chop up an onion, slice five !"
a tomato, take a cabbage and shred
·it- then mix thoroughly, after
What's a twack?
adding some breeze.
I dunno.·
What does that give you?
A twack is what a too too twain
Cole slaw.
wides on.
How about the weather?
C, You look in the newspaper.
Wife: I'm afraid mountain air
would disagree with me .
1
"We 've been married ten years
Husband: My dear, it wouldn't
dare.
today."
"wonderful-shall I kill a chickf"n and celebrate?"
"Why punish a poor chicken for
something that happened ten years
·ago?"

The way to forecast the weather

is to cut an onion and carefully

,

•

U.S.O. to Broadcast
Christmas Play

;

"Have you ever met a girl you've
cared for?"
"Yes. Once. It was love at first
'I\1esday night, over WLBZ, the
sight"
following
cast will present the an"Why didn't you marry her?"
nual Christmas play from 9 :00 to
"I took a second look."
·
9 :30 p. m. Narrator, Pvt.· Norman
'Tll have you know," said the Wooley; First Angel, P vt. Ray
proud young lady, "that my face is Winn; Mary, Joyce Sleight; Elizamy fortune ."
beth, Fay McDonald; Second Angel,
"You said it," replied the _young
man. "You should put it in a vault." P vt. Truell Johnson; Shepherd, Cpl.
Ralph Woodall ; feminine soloist,
Mrs. Sonja Brown.
Fat man : 1In a movie-to li ttle
boy, sitting behind him) Can't you
see, little fellow?
- Little boy: Not a thing.
Fat man: Then keep your eye on
me and laugh when I do.

I

II
I

Mind reader: Shall I tell your
rtunc?
Man: How much?
Mind reader: Fifty cents.
Man: Exactly.
Young girl: Mother, he's an
and he doesn't believe in
hell .
Mother : Marry him, dear, and between u~. we'll convince him.

11thie~t

Policeman : Wh y are you racing
through town at this rate?
Driver : My brakes are out of ore! r and I wanted to get home before th<•re was an accident.

1. What are the correct names
of the following States. The Old
How much gas do we have?
Dominion; The Empire State; The
1t points to one-half, but whether Buck,,ye
State:
The Keystone
State; The Lone Star State?
2. How mauy of the thirteen
originnl States can you name?
And it'~ what she wants for
3. Wha is the most famous AmChristma s!
cncan bird and why is this bird so
famous?
"Courage"
4. Can you list the Americans
A
hrand -nrw
Jlt'rfume
an cl
shown on our papcr-monPy bills
1•ologne, m. rvelous with fur !
startrng with the $1?
From I.
5. Who invented the air brakf?
G. ''Yankee Dooclle" is our oldest mll1t.ary a1r. It was a. favor1t • w;th the Continental Army,
v.hosc banrl had only two in trurn1 n . \Vhat werr. these instruments?
AllSWC1:.') on P111w 8

It's New!

*

Christmas and
New Year's are going to place heavy demands on long distance Jines. This year,
with thousands of men like you in camps
all over the country wanting to call your
homes, traffic will be extremely heavy.

AVOID PEAK TRHFIC BY MAKING
· CHRISTMAS OR NEW YEAR'S CALLS AWAY
FROM THE RUSH. YOU WILL PROBABLY
GET Q~ICKER CONNECTIONS A FEW DAYS
BEFORE OR AFTER THE HOLIDAYS.

.Special efforts are being made to serve the
men in our Armed Forces, but there are
ways in which you can help, too:

YOU WILL GET THE LOWER RATES BY
PLACING CALLS ON SUNDAYS, OR AFTER
7 P. M: WEEK DAYS.

*

If your call is delayed, we know you will understand, and we'll appreciate ) our patience
and cooperatton.
EW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

.

&
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Whr <ttl}uptl . ~pirr
1st LT. JOHN P. FELLOWS
Base Chaplain
Services

DR. HARRY C. H. LEVINE
J ewish Welfare Board

8:30-Week-day Morninr Prayer !Daily)
1:00 A. M. and lO:oe A. M., Sunday Worship

Representative
Services

Consultation Hours
Week-day afternoons
Monday, Wednesday
from 7:00 to 9:00 in

fer Protestant Men:
from 1:00 to 5:30, and
and Friday eYeninrs
the Chaplain's Offiee.

Medical Dep't. News

1st LT. ALFRED J. CARMODY
Catholic Chaplain

T

Masses
6 :30, 9:00 and 11:30 A. M., Sunday
'1 :30 A. M., Daily

'1:00 P. M. each Friday Nig"ht

Catholic Confessions at 3:3t to 5:30 P. M .
and 1 :30 to 9 :00 P. M. Saturday, and before eaeh Mass.

WATCHES
._
JEWELRY

....

DIAMONDS
._
"Where Old Friend

M eet"

THE

SILVERWARE
EASY TERMS

Bancor
Records
Alkm of Concertos and Sym phony , al o popular.

ANDREWS MUSIC HOU ' E
118 Mafn t.

House
Dining Room
Cocktail Lounce
HM'tMle W. Chapm11n, Prep.
114 Main St.

Jl.anrer

58 MAJN

T ., B :-JGOlt

Othn Stons In Portland,
Lewhton. Biddef9",
Watenltle

1
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WHY- AH -THEY'gE
WOR.KJNC, our
IDENTIFICATION
CHAl:?:T<S I '511<. !

Quartermaster
Christmas Party

•

IHeadlines

Guard Squadron

TRAINING FILMS

Continued' from the First Page
In the absence of Corporal Frank
the Royal Air Force rounded out a
J. Shea, who incidentally went home
week of heavy pounding of German
on a short furlough as a Private
The following training film will be shown at the Post Theatre on communications.
Th Q
t
t
Detachment First Class and · will certainly be
Monday, Tuesda.y, and Wednesday, 1:15 p . m.
e
uar. ermas er .
pleasantly surprised on his return
The British Eighth Army in
"PRELUDE TO .WAR." Running time, 50 minutes.
started yuletide celebration so that from his expedition and probable
swift pursuit of Marshal Erwin
could attend before going home occasional buying of "Oats for the
Rommel·s remnants pushed its
leave or furlough ..All comme~ts Nags"-You can't beat 'em Corporal.
jspearhead 120 miles west of El
om officers and enhsted men m- ... we will attempt to present some
Agheila, some 35 miles behint!r\he
Clicated that the party was the of the local news. And speaking
Germans and Italians whose force
most successful yet ~taged, with all of pinch-hitting, Wee Willie Wilreached the Sirte area, 240 miles
entertainment furmshed by the kinson is doing a great job of asshort of Tripoli, despite intense
personnf'l.
.
.
sortil}g and handing out to the boys
We do believe that the Lord above
/Ibombin__g_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Opemng with the national an- their tremendous Christmas Mail
Created all of you for us to love.
them and a .toas~ to the men over- and Packages. In addition to Corp.
He picked you out from all the rest
Finance News
seas f~r a v1ctonous New Year ~he Shea's advance, many of the other
gat?enng .then. proceeded with boys are congratulating each other
Because He knew we 'd love you best.
their favon~ cuts of cold meats on their promotions which were
We once had hearts, tender and true
SGT. B. B. WINER and
SGT. C. MacQUARRIE
and the choice of beverages, short- certainly well deserved.
But now they have gone from us to you.
ly after the pang ?f hunger disapThe departure last week of some
So take care of our hearts as we have done
The detachment bas ketball team
peared the followm~ guest. speak- of the boys was an occasion which
ers gave ~hort but mt~restmg re- will long be remembered. A fareFor you have them all and we have none.
after having been idle for two
marks 1:,VJth an. occas1on~l pun) well party in the form of a Grand
And when we die and go to Heaven
J weeks took a hard fought basketand theu- heartiest greetmgs for st k Supper with all the trimAnd if you're not there;
ball game from the Medics. Pvt.
t.he holidays: Capt. Gogeun, MaJOi' .ea
.
d'
gi·fts for the boys
ta'
Ford
Major carter, Chaplain mmgs, me1u mg
.
We'll paint your faces on heavenly s ll'S.
Charles Wendorff a recent addiCarr~ody, Capt. Devoe, Lt. Lee, Lt. and, swell baking .bY Captam Ne!If you're not there on judgment day,
hon to the team starred for the
Tatem, Lt. Wirth, Mr. Flodberg, Mr. sons newly appomted Mess SerWe will have known you've gone the other way.
Financiers.
Allen of the Red Cross, and last geant, Aubrey Steph~ns, was. ~nIn the next issue C>f the "Observbut not least our C. 0. Lt. Martin dered the boys. Musical r~nd1tions
And just to show you what we'd do,
er," the Finance Office will have
Mahoney, who announced the pro- were given by the . followmg perWe'd go to Hell, girls, just for you.
a guest contributer in Sgt. Dick
motion of Cpl. Murphy to Sergeant, !armers: Pvt. Teums Droog from
D.P.R.
Carlson taking over the duties of
Cpl. Lewis to Sergeant, Privates Fastwater, Kentucky,. and Pvt. Vic- :- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sgt. Winer who is enjoying a furDeyo, AJves, Ramsdell and Seigel tor Dark from Rubm, Tenness~e,
lough at Bridgeport, Conn.
to corporals. He announced his these boys dropped the cloak of c1v- Ordnance
recoverea and we are glad he is
For the second consecutive week
efforts to iron out a smooth run- ilizat.ion and went all out in renderback again.
the Finance Barracks enjoys the
ning policy for the benefit of all. ing some old fas~ioned Mountain
BY MARTIN BOMBER
"The Bells · Are Ringing for Me honor of being the "Best Barracks"
Capt. Willard being a little late for Music.
Pvt. Stiefel ~rom . the
.
.
and My Gal," is the song Corp. in the Quartermaster Area.
No
e opening remarks was called up- mountains of Pennsylvama assisted
Congratulations are m order for Linnane sings these days. Bill is Reveille for another week, Fello·vs.
to say a few words and as usual with some "Super Banjo" accom- Pvt. L. McElrath. Last Wednesday counting the days until Bea comes
Lt. Randell. J. Wirth, Eric a.
lways ready to say a few en- paniment with an instrument which was his birthday and now he is a for the Christmas holidays with Floodberg, M.-Sgt. Joseph F. Miller,
couraging words for the EM.
traveled a long way before finally
him
T.-Sgt. Robert J. Reusche, T.-Sgt.
man. Larry had the good fortune
·
wi'th
Corporal Frank T. Deery acted landing at Dow Field.
to be home for the celebration.
If you want a thrill, ride
J. Randolph Belasco have successas Master of Ceremony and to Congratulations are extended to
Corp. Casey to the Ammunition fully passed the Gas School Course
~ee him in action one would think Pfc. Charles Ganong who recently
We are glad that Sgts. Dave Area in a blackout. This is no re- and are now Commissioned, and
it was his stock in trade, it was a was marri'ed to a cute Bangor girl. Gantt
Johnson
re- ft ec t·ion on R'ich ar d' s a b·i·t
turned and
afterAllan
a brief
stay have
at their
1 1 Y as a Non-Commissioned Gas Officers
very good job, Frank.
Many happy returns of the day I
home" <although the boys might driver, hut rather due to the fact respectively.
The outstanding performance of
"
that the road · be'111 g epall'· d If
Our new recruits are comin8'
r thee way
·
the evening was the singing of Sgt. Sgt. Raymond, Sgt. Luke Sabo, have different feelings on the sub- you missed anyis bumps on
along fine in the Finance Office
Lou Rosso and the chalk talk of Privates Mackesy, Lussier and last ject. Fate played a hand in their out, speak to the driver and he will School. The office conducts lesSgt. Paul Geden who held the but not least the girls at 202 who departure. Both spent some time on be only too glad to hit them on sons relating to the integrated
group in suspense with his ability assisted with our program. Thanks Hospital Hill before leaving for a the way in.
Finance functions in which each
to maneuver the chalk with such to Mi'sses Ireland, Batcherler, and much nee<ied rest.
man has to be schooled. These
Here
is
one
for
"Believe
It
Or
·
f
th
rapidity. His feature sketches were ODonnell, the latter the typewriter
From a 11 reports, some o
e
lessons are similar to those ~·en
of the victory eagle, political and buster.
;nen mu::.t have been celebrating Not" Ripley. Your reporter wit- at the Army Enlisted Men's
motion picture celebrities, other
No we have not forgotten the N<!W Year's Eve early. It is ru- nessed some men tossing coins Finance School at Duke Univei·sity,
·
d rawmgs
·
1.
interestmg
were t rans- grand performance of the Band mor ed tl1ey wen t to a da nee an d against a wall, purely in fun, of D ur h am, Nor th C aroma.
formation of the Peep into the like- and
Photographer
our sincere then from the sublime to the ridic- course. Due to the precision tossing
Sgt. Don Simeone, and Pvt. Her•
ness of Frankie Saladino, the bath- thanks to the following men: Sgt. ulous, they cavorted in a child's of the contestants, one man won bert Hoener who are both ill at
ing beauty, and several of the bet- Sheridan, Sgt. Marston, Scott and swing. However, a good time was only because he made bis coin the Station Hospital have.our sinter known comic stars.
Privates Keane, Raimo, Burns, had by the Three Musketeers, and stand ag&.inst the wall at a right cere wishes for a speedy recovery.
The i<inging of Sgt. Russo and Rosarno,
Corello
Thayer
and no doubt, will be had again.
angb t<· the floor. They call him
Pvt. Carl Hessing and Pfc. F.ran~
hi.<; now famous strip manipulation Eaves. Your ghost writer wishes
Ar.other visitor to Hospital Hill "Million to One Shot."
Deery are about equal in the numhad the boys roaring and rocking everybody many hapPy days with who has returned to our midst is
We D<'tice several of the boys are ber of friends they have. Both
in their chairs, this was just the the New Year.
Pvt. A. Mendez. He is now fully mailing Christmas cards with have been spending hours on end
start, as when Sgt. Reushe came
Christmas seals attached. This is sending out Christmas Cards.
on he had the group grasping to
possible through the generosity of
You were right fellows, we did
the moot solid floor retainers with
Corp. Reilly. There are more ways see Pvt. James Winters out witla
his act and recitation of Dan Mcto play Santa Claus than putting that cute little girl from Hamrew he has had many names, but
on red knicl..1:rs and a white beard mond St. She hails from Gardiner,
om this angle I should say he wa.
Thank you, Matty.
Maine.
he blond" furry, the more timid
M:ay we remind you again that - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -side of the entertainment wa.5
Father Carmody will welcome you • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
furnished by a group from finance
OUT OF THE NIGHT
1 If you have ever tried to learn at a special midnight mass on
-,;,~ ~
By
JAN
VALTIN
to
speak
Russian,
keep
warm
in
a
k nown as th e Ill! no Is Q uar tet . Pvt .
Christmas Eve. Chaplain Fellows is
""h
tt
l D ·
th
l
·on
A
ruthless
biography
which
the
duck
blind,
reduce
your
rear,
or
""'o anc
av1s gave
er vers1
planning a special candlelight and
author makes no apologies for. He tried to master the art and inhill b 1·111 es.
o f K en t uc k Y 'tt
communion service earlier in the
i
t
d
r
c
1
does
not
spare
himself
and
bai:es
tricacies
of
adult
bicycle
riding,
Th e comm1 ee cons s e o
P ·
evening. It is your duty a.s soldiers
A vI cs, Pvt · T ed J o h ns, Pf c. F ran k• his life without sentimentalities, there is even more of a kick in of a Christian nation to attend one
S:iladino, Cpl. Lewis, Sgt. Carlson and in doing so he has given us a this book for you. Many other of these services.
nd CP I · F ran k Deery. A s a whole book which is as terrifying as the crazy, screwy situations that will
at.hP.y
Until we meet again, in this I
wish to extend their thanks to world he depicts and as revealing keep you howling during the time
nll who a.s'lsted Jn this successful as the human pen can make it. you are spending your time with column, "A Merry Christmas."
pa1ty. They are as follows: ThP The story of Valtin's life is the Cornelia and her absurdities.
I
able assistance of Sgt. Skypek. story of the generation reared beMY VANISHED AFRICA
Time magazine, commenting on
John Avles, his masterful drawing tween the two world wars. It is
By PETER w. RAINIER
the fact that 3,000 Japs received
of the front cover of our program. the story of a generation caught in
An epic of frontier life. A story medals from their government, ob<•nf' that ~hould be kept for future the net of it own weaving, which of high adventure fortunate to be- serves: "The interesting thing was
mcmoric , :ind our thanks to the sacrificed love on the alter of fall any man who pioneered in not that Japan had so many heroes,
men for prep:iring .~uch t:isty bits. dogma, which practiced inhumanity those ruthless days of gold and but that the heroes were dead."
at the ~brine of humanity and wor- diamond seeking. Going far beshiped cataclysm a~ the road to yond his personal history he casts
progress, idealizing brutality a the a revealing light upon the history
avenu to freedom.
of South Africa between the AngloA story more ten 1ble, more Bo r War and the end of World
Special Pass for Air Base
fascinating and crowd d with great war 1.
Personnel. May· be transferreu.
Fluid for Your Lighter
advcntur th:in any book of fiction.
A diamatic, ~wift moving narraCan be used by uniformed men
Your uniform i's
DROP IN, SOLDIER
SOAP BEHIND THE EARS
tive without a single dull sentence,
only~
'
your introduction
By CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER with an authentic historic backFill l'our Lighter and Look Us
Sharp, neat and subtle as a ground. Portrayed are the man's
Over
REGULAR SERVICE
rapier i this latest collection of love of the African wilderness, and
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
philosophy and absurdity flom his courage and hardihood with
Cornelia Oti Skinner. 1t ha~ that great appreciation of other daring
univerrnlly app aling quality, that spirits with whom his lot was cast.
145 Harlow St.
ability to conjure up situations Rainier has startlingly envisioned
common to all of u which 1 the wilderness of Africa for all
9 A. M.-9 P. M. Weekdays
characteri ti of the truest and· who have known it., or care to learn
Extraordinary
2 P. 1\1.-6 P. M. Swidays
!l11 ~i hum o1.
J of it, Jn those vanished days.

•
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From the M. P.'s to the Q. M. 1S
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The Base L•I brary Recommends

Buy A

WEEKLY PASS

FREE!

Borrow Books

soc

Free

Bangor Public
Library

Dow Field to Downtonw

PENOBSCOT

TRANSPORTATION CO.

DOV\- FIEJ ,D 0

8
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Answers to Col. Quiz

Sportsmanship

CUTI ES

BOWLING

The greatest asset of an individual is his self-respect toward himself. Self-respect and sportsmanship
work hand in hand. They both
come from the heart, not because
its conventional, but because good
sportsmanship tends to give one
the feeling of self-respect.
For the past two montl1'S, Dow
Field has been carrying on an
inter - organizational basketball
tournament. The prime purpose is
extra curricular activity to provide
an outlet for excess energy, and
at the same time to give the men
some form of entertainment to
look forward to. This tournament
is comparable to an intra-mural
in high school and college to take
care of some of the men who do
not participate on the varsity team.
Any form of games and contests
tends to bring on competition,
something that our entire mode of
living is based upon whether it
be in business or athletics. In contests there are both a winner and
a loser, and yet, a good loser can
overshadow a poor winner to such
an extent as to shame the winner
into ridicule.
Remember the rules of sportsmar."hip are to play hard, play
clean, and play to the best of
your ability. The ultimate may be
victory, but not at any cost.
A good loser can overshadow a
poor winner into shame!
Murray Horowitz
2nd Lt. A. C.

Basketball Schedule

The weekly prizes donated by the
motion picture threatres of Bangor
were won on Wednesday night by
Lt. sand, Corp. Solomon and Sgt.
Parlee
and Pfc. Sim one a u
of the Base Squadron won the prize
for low score with a 195 score. If he
does not improve his bowling the
members of Enlisted "C'' team will
get a new team captain.
Capt. Devoe of the Finance Department bowled a nifty 127 and
a total 334 on Wednesday night,
which is getting up t.here and ne
set a new record for the boys to
shoot at in the Dow Field InterBase League.
It looks like the Quartermaster
Detachment does miss Spada from
the results of Wednesday night in
which they dropped two (2) points.
The Sergeant in Base Headquarters is smiling more than ever.
The president of the league ts
going to take this opportunity to
wish all the bowlers in both leagues
a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year·s and will look for them
on January 6, .1943, at the Academy
Alleys when bowllng will be continued until spring.
From the looks of some of the
scores of Wednesday night's bowling a lot of the officers have been
practicing, for most of the score~
have improved very much in the
past couple of weeks.
.
.
The Aviation Squadron did it
again on Wednesday night. They
were present at the alleys and ready
to start at 6:00 p. m.
When bowling starts again in
January there will probably be a
new team in the Dow Field Inter-

Questions on Page 5
New York; Ohio;
Pennsylvania; Texas.
2. New Hampshire; Massachusetts; Connecticut; Rhode Island:
New York; New Jersey; Delaware:
Pennsylvania; Virginia; North
Carolina; South Carolina; Georgia:
Maryland.
3. The white-headed or bald
eagle. He was chosen as the emblem of the sovereignty of the
United States because of the majesty of his fiight across the skies.
The date of the eagle's selection
for the seal and coat of arms of
the United States was June 20th,
1782. In one claw he holds thirteen
arrows, signifying thirteen states
united for defense; in the other
claw is an olive branch, signifyin~
peace.
4. $1. Washington; $2. Jefferson;
$5 . Lincoln; $10. Hamilton; $20.
Jackson; $50. Grant; $100. Franklin; $500. McKinley; $1000. Cleveland; $5000. Madison;
$10,000.
Chase.
5. George .Westinghouse
6. Fifes and drums.
1. Virgina;

/·
I

..

BANGOR'S

M.&P. THEATRES

"That was sweet of your big sister to bring you d?wn
t O s ee me . Now what is your
'phone number, httle
?"

ALL BOAST A
HIT THIS WEEK

Base League.
Band
will takeThe
theteam
placefrom
of the
tne ----~~-~~~~~-~~TTI-a~n-·~~~--~~-~~~-~~ 1
Officers "B" team from the Ho.sh B d
but we know you can do better. so
pita! for under present conditions T e
an
come on soldiers, give it your best
the Ho.spital does not seem to be
-----aud let's get going again.
able to present two ..:omplete teams
By SGT. ROBERT B. SCOTT
We said goodbye and good luck
every Wednesday night.
Tech.-Sergeant Raymond Erwm to Cpl. Myer Foster, who left for
TUESDAY
Who was the officer bowling on was confined to Ward 3 at Th~ 0. C. S. Tuesday night. Also conSonja Henie and .John Payne
alleys 7 and 8 who kept going down Ba~e Hospital for several days la.~t gratulate him on his promotion
tn
the alleys like as if he was going week. The Sergeant plays a solid from private.
to show the pin boy how to l'et up bass horn but is also famous as a
Co1)gratulations to Sgl.-T. Joseph
the pins so that he could knock raconteur and we mis ·ed hearing Nestor. upon his promotion from
them down easier.
I his unusual stories. We are glad corporal-technician.
Major Berman finally hit a score to report his return to duty.
We dedicated our new dayroorn
with
of 103 on Wednesdav night and he
The Dow Field Troubador.; went with a grand party Thursday
Veronica Lake and Alan Ladd
stated that it was ·the first time t-0 town last Wednesday evening to night, Dec. 10. The committee in
in his life that he has done that.
play for an American Legion party charge of it were Sgt. Larry WenWe take this space to welcome Cpl. Schaperow being in much de- nerberg, Cpl.-T. Harry Terns, Pvt.
some new members t-0 the bowling mand these days as a soloist after Nelson Lieber, and Pvt. Ernie
league and hope that when we playi?g a program f?r the Supper Giguere, and they did a swell job.
start again the will still be here to Meetmg of The Mens Club at The our officers. Captain Amos J.
continue with us.
All Souls Church, rnshed to .t!~e Carr, Jr~ Lieutenant Carl J.,
TUES. and
Results of the match between the scene of the Legion party to JOm Bloom, and Lieutenant Howard C.
1
Dow Field Ladies and the Dow The Troubadors.
Williams, honored us with their
Field Nurses scheduled for ThursSgt. Charles Marston and Cpl. presence. A real good time was
Jeanette McDonald and
day night, Dec. 17, 1942, will be Morris Levi?e helped to make the had by all. The entertainment was
Robert Young in a
found elsewhere on this page.
above mentioned program at The very good. Sgt. Larry Wennerberg
Big Romance with Music
So will say a Merry Chrl•t- All Souls a success. Marston \7hO was master of ceremonies, First • ·- -"'"""- -- - -- - - -- mas and a Happy New Year's to is a fine trumpeter offered "My Sgt. Elmer Schlegel mystified us
~~•
11
Regards" by Llewellyn and "I'll with his magic tricks. Pvt. Ernest
~,90.,,
a ·
Take You Home Again
Giguere sang several songs in a
•. ,.
•.
lead from the first quarter; and by Westendorf. Cpl. Levine and low melodious voice. Cpl.-T. Emery
carried it throughout the game.
his violin were heard in "Oriental" Purinton strummed his guitar and
TUES.
ir Base Squadron
At the end of the half, the score -Cui, and Beehoven's "Minuet In sang several clever ditties, this corwas 15 to 12, favor of the Air Base G." Cpl. Schaperow used his B respondent filled the ozone with
S uadron
Flat clarinet in playing Fitelburg's eerie noises from his squeezebox,
MARLENE DIETRICH
In a very fast and speedy basket- q
k' · hi h . th fi Id 0 f
"Canzonetta"-arrangement bein<> also rendered his specialty. "The
ball game Friday night, the Air Ing
. Ran
mg
tgKm
e
k~
f
sctolrby
Schap's
teacher·
Simon
Belliso;
RUDOLPH SCOTT
Was Pv
Base Squadron defeated the Base
. •
· d omoros'th'1 rom
t t 1ef I As an ·encore he gave out with Fuehrer's Face," dressed up like
JOHN WAYNE
Offi • t
b
0 f 30 to Air Base Squa ron, WI
a o a1 o
our "pal," Adolf the paperhanger.
17 cer s earn Y a score
117 points to his credit.
Toots .,Mondell?'5 "Heres Yonr Pvt. Tom Mackin gave us a demonTh A' B S d took th This has marked the first defeat Change and lus E Flat alto sax stration of his mathematical ability.
BUY M&P MOVIE
e u ase qua ron
e 1 for the Base Officers' team, al- was used to make the change.
which had most of us guessing, and
BOOKS AND SAVE
- - - - - - - - - -- -- ,
though. thus far, they still retain
All artists on this program were everyor,~ joined in raising the roof
$1.lO Value for ....... $1.00
the lead in the league.
accompamed beautifully by Pvr. singir.:. !?J the old favorites. We
5
STANDING
James Davis of The Aviation all enjoyed ourselves very much
2.50 Value for ....... 2.2
Won
Lost Squadron who as piano soloist and are planning to have another
5.00 Value for ....... 4.50
Officers
7
1
pla}ed
Mendelssohn's
··venetiun
;;p~a~r~ty~s~o~on~.
--~-------~!
~~~~~~~~~~~~==~
Boat
Song·•
followed
by
one
of
his
:,
Air Base Sqdn.
6
1
Aviation Sqdn.
6
1
own composition-; he chooses to Ii!~~~~~~~~~
We Welcome the
call "Warnm." It sort of deviate
Signal Corps
3
3
between war and peace 11nd on
Boys in the Service
Finance
3
3
Guard Sqdn.
2
4 1 the whole is mo t enjoyablf• muslr · j
Sgt. ''Red" Marston has looked
4
Ordnance
1
forward to The University of]
Medical Det.
1
5
Maine's r cess so he could spend
3
Weather
0
more time with Shirley-but ala.<;
6
QMC
0
she being not unlike her un-preBASE BASKETBALL TEAM
dictable sr>x went and got employed
Won
Lost until 9:30 evenin<>. nnd is "R"d
139 Exchange St.
Dial 4501
1
2
Dow Field
burned.
A rl'Cording wn made of
broadcu:>t Thursday night
. ubsequent programs should
more listenabl" utter dig(ling th1
record for we will be be trr ab!"
to make changes that have tend d
to mar prP.vious broadcasts
By PVT. NORMAN W. BOEHM
The following organizations are
1n the basketball league for 1942
and 1943:
1. Finance
2. Service Squadron
3. Quartermaster
4. Aviation Sqdn.
5. Medical Det.
6. Signal Corps
7. Guard Squadron
8. Air Base Squadron
9. Ordnance
10. Weather
11. Officers
Dec.
Place
Place
Teams
21
7:00
10-9
Garland
21
8:00
1-3
Jr..High
22
7:00
4-Bye 5th Street
22
8:00
5-7
Jr. High
28
7:00
6-8
·Garland
28
9-Bye
Jr.
28
8:00
11-10
High
29
7:00
1-Bye 5th Street
29
8:00
3-7
Jr. High
Jan.
4
7:00
4-8
Garland
4
8:00
5-9
Jr. High
5
7:00
6- 10
5th Street
11-Bye
Jr. High

IiJ.diltw•~1.i03 :
ICELAND
THE GLASS KEY

CAIRO

I

•'-·
i. .-:-~--·]·•·' •. IJJ!jj
I

Kath'leen~

PITTSBURGH

COC k tat·1 LOUnge
Dining Room

ARMY MEN! Remember the
Folks Back Home with

Penobscot
Exchange H otel

Christmas Gifts

For the ARMY OFFICER and
ENLISTED MAN
Blouses, Overcoats, Short Coats,
Slacks, Caps, Shirts and
Accessories
Highest Quality at Reasona ble
Prices
We sell First Class equipment-no
"seconds" or "rejects"
The sale of all our badges, chevrons and insignia is authorized
by the War Dept.

"THE

OP

FREESE'S

Signal Corps News

~
_. . _

(>D

M. L. FRENCH
& SON CO.
nous .
u.
110 EXCHANGE ST.

From

IFOR 1 "

BANGOR, MAINE

we congratul te our s1°11al officer, Captain Amo J Carr, Jr .
upon !us prnmotion from lirst
lieutenant.. It l · a well de erv1:d
reward, and we know th t "eagle ·•
wtll be perch cl on his shoulder
b fore Ion .
The financ ba kcth Hers. "redlln d" our boy , by the score of
3;,-26, Tue d y night, D c. 15
What's
haven'

wron
bt
n on lthnnlib rs?
II' l 1tYou
ly

I

I

'!'he Gift Center of Maine
Wheth r you arc shopping for mother, sweetheart or brother, you will
find an appropriate gift
in one of Freese'. 67 dcpart nwn ts, on 6 hug
hoppin floors.
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